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What GAO Found

In the eight flood risk management feasibility studies GAO reviewed (see figure), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) followed a six-step planning process consistent with its guidance to, among other things, identify and evaluate the beneficial and adverse effects of alternative plans for proposed projects. In doing so, the Corps used economic analyses to evaluate project-specific categories of potential monetary benefits and costs of alternative plans, such as flood damage reduction benefits and project construction costs. The studies also used separate analyses to evaluate other effects, such as on wildlife habitat and the health and safety of communities.

Selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Flood Risk Management Feasibility Studies Completed by Eight District Offices

In the eight studies GAO reviewed, the Corps typically recommended the alternative plan with the greatest net benefit, but also relied on other analyses in certain cases, as allowed under Corps guidance. Corps officials said they relied on other analyses to determine the best project design, help make decisions, or respond to local sponsors’ preferences. For example, in one study, the Corps recommended a plan that provided a levee 3 feet higher than the plan with the greatest net benefits, in response to the nonfederal sponsor’s request.

The Corps’ economic analyses in the eight studies were generally consistent with best practices, but did not fully adhere to practices for transparency. For example, most analyses did not discuss the implications of key limitations in the models and data used. Corps officials acknowledged that transparency could be improved through their review process. By having future analyses align with transparency best practices, the Corps can better inform decision makers about potential economic effects of flood risk projects.
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) is one of the world’s largest public engineering, design, and construction management agencies. The Corps provides public engineering services across the nation and the world to help strengthen the nation’s security, protect and manage aquatic ecosystems, reduce risks from disasters, and support commerce.\(^1\) Through its Civil Works program, the Corps plans, designs, constructs, operates, and maintains water resources development projects to address the three primary priorities of the program: (1) restoration, protection, and management of aquatic ecosystems; (2) support of commercial navigation; and (3) flood risk management.\(^2\)

Among these three priorities, the Corps’ largest annual construction budget requests are for the flood risk management mission. Floods are the most common and costly natural disaster in the United States, with

---

\(^1\)The Corps has both a military and a Civil Works program. The military program provides, among other things, engineering and construction services to other U.S. government agencies and foreign governments, while the Civil Works program is responsible for investigating, developing, and maintaining water resource projects. This report discusses only the Civil Works program.

over 20,000 communities subject to a substantial risk of flooding, according to Federal Emergency Management Agency documentation.

The Corps conducts feasibility studies to inform Congress and others whether a water resources development project warrants federal investment. Feasibility studies are generally prepared by the Corps’ district offices and developed in collaboration with nonfederal sponsors, who are commonly the source for project proposals. The cognizant Corps division and headquarters provide review and oversight of the studies. As part of the feasibility studies, the Corps formulates and evaluates alternative plans, including a range of structural and nonstructural measures and strategies, and compares the plans with each other and with conditions in which no action is taken.

The Corps reviews the proposed project to assess whether the benefits of constructing it outweigh its costs. According to Corps policy applicable to planning all water resources development projects, this analysis of benefits and costs is to be guided by the 1983 Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies (Principles and Guidelines) and the Corps’ Planning Guidance Notebook (Planning Guidance). The Planning Guidance is the guidance for implementing the Principles and Guidelines and includes specific guidance for evaluating the benefits and costs of alternative project plans for different types of projects. According to the guidance, with certain exceptions, the alternative plan with the greatest monetary net economic benefit consistent with protecting the nation’s environment—referred to as the National Economic Development plan—is to be the recommended plan. Under the guidance, the Corps also has the option to consider the monetary effects of alternative plans on regional economic development, such as changes to regional income and

---

3 Nonfederal sponsors can include Indian tribes, counties, states, or local governments that contact the Corps for assistance on a water resource project.

employment, and non-monetary effects of other social aspects, such as public health and safety.

You asked us to review the methodology the Corps used in its feasibility studies to evaluate flood risk management project alternatives. For calendar years 2015 through 2017—the most recent years in which feasibility studies were completed at the time of our review—we examined (1) the Corps’ process for identifying and evaluating the benefits, costs, and effects of proposed flood risk management project alternatives; (2) the analyses the Corps used to recommend projects; and (3) the extent to which the Corps’ economic analyses of benefits and costs are consistent with best practices.

To address our objectives, we obtained a list of Corps projects that were recommended for construction based on feasibility or reevaluation studies that Corps district offices completed through 2017, the most recent year for which comprehensive data were available.\(^5\) We identified eight Corps districts in which the Corps completed a feasibility or reevaluation study for a flood risk management project from 2015 through 2017.\(^6\) We selected for review the most recently completed study from each of these eight districts. (See fig. 1.)

---

\(^5\) Reevaluation studies are conducted to update previously completed feasibility studies. For the purposes of this report, we refer to both as feasibility studies.

\(^6\) The Sacramento and San Francisco Districts fall within the South Pacific Division; the Honolulu District falls within the Pacific Ocean Division; the Kansas City District falls within the Northwestern Division; the Chicago and Nashville Districts fall within the Great Lakes and Ohio River Division; the New York District falls within the North Atlantic Division; and the Wilmington District falls within the South Atlantic Division.
We reviewed the Corps’ final feasibility or reevaluation study for each project and the accompanying economic analysis and cost estimation appendices of each study, among other documents. Based on our preliminary review of the information contained in the studies and our objectives, we developed a data collection instrument to standardize our documentation of the information from our review for all eight projects and to facilitate summarization and analysis of the information. For each of the eight projects, we obtained and analyzed information on (1) the location and purpose of the project; (2) how the Corps identified, evaluated, and compared project alternatives and selected a recommended plan; (3) how the Corps identified and evaluated the specific benefits and costs of the project alternatives, including the economic analysis of monetary benefits and costs and the assessment of beneficial and adverse non-monetary effects; and (4) the primary factors, models, and resources the Corps used to calculate monetary benefits and costs. We then reviewed the
information entered into the data collection instruments to ensure, for example, that benefits and costs were categorized consistently across studies. To ensure accuracy, a GAO economist independently traced each entry to its source document. While the results of our analysis of the eight selected projects are not generalizable to all Corps flood risk management projects, they provide illustrative examples of how the Corps evaluated the benefits and costs for some of its projects recommended for funding in recent years.

To examine (1) the Corps’ process for identifying and evaluating the benefits, costs, and effects of proposed flood risk management projects and (2) the analyses the Corps used to recommend projects, we reviewed Corps guidance and information gathered from the Corps feasibility studies in our data collection instrument. We reviewed the U.S. Water Resources Council’s Principles and Guidelines, the Corps’ Planning Guidance for implementing the Principles and Guidelines, and other Corps guidance to identify the required project planning and evaluation process. We reviewed the data we collected from the feasibility studies that documented how the planning process was implemented for each project—including descriptions of how the Corps identified and evaluated the beneficial and adverse effects of flood risk management project alternatives—and we compared these data with the Corps’ Planning Guidance. We identified the specific types of monetary benefits and costs the Corps evaluated in its studies, and the other categories of beneficial and adverse effects evaluated in each of the eight studies.\footnote{The Corps used different terms and types of benefit and cost categories for the feasibility studies we reviewed. The Principles and Guidelines provide the Corps with general flexibility to choose which benefit and cost categories to include in feasibility studies. In one case, Corps officials compiled specific costs into the total project cost and did not break out these costs in the feasibility study. For this case, we were not able to determine the specific costs for a category, based on our review of the feasibility study.} We also reviewed the data we collected from the feasibility studies to identify how the Corps analyzed monetary benefits and costs to select a project plan for recommendation, the value of monetized benefits and costs for the project alternatives that the Corps recommended, and what analyses the Corps used to select these alternatives. We interviewed Corps headquarters officials including the Chief Economist and an official from the Corps’ project planning and review office regarding planning policy, guidance, and oversight. We interviewed Corps officials in the Chicago, Kansas City, and Wilmington district offices and gathered additional information from the Nashville, New York, and San Francisco district
offices regarding their evaluation of benefits, costs, and effects in the studies we reviewed.

To determine the extent to which the Corps’ economic analyses of benefits and costs in flood risk management feasibility studies were consistent with best practices, two GAO economists compared the economic analyses for the eight selected studies with the five key elements and related best practices of economic analyses defined in our Assessment Methodology for Economic Analysis (Assessment Methodology).8 The five elements are: objective and scope, alternative identification and description, documentation, analysis of effects, and transparency. Each key element consists of economic concepts that represent best practices.9 Based on our comparison, we determined whether the Corps’ economic analyses considered and properly adhered to each of these key elements. We use “generally met” to indicate that an economic analysis considered and generally followed the best practices in a key element and “partly met” to indicate that an economic analysis only partly considered and followed the best practices in a key element. These key methodological elements are not intended to be exhaustive or to supersede or alter relevant federal and agency requirements for economic analysis.

We conducted this performance audit from March 2018 to November 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform our audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

8GAO, Assessment Methodology for Economic Analysis, GAO-18-151SP (Washington, D.C.: April 2018). We developed this methodology by synthesizing economic concepts identified by consulting with experts on economic analysis and in federal and international agency guidance. Examples of federal agency guidance include Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94. Water resource projects, including the Corps’ flood risk management projects, are exempt from the scope of Circular A-94. These projects are to follow other federal guidance such as the 1983 Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies.

9Our Assessment Methodology provides a framework for assessing the sufficiency of economic analyses, including cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analyses. Cost-benefit analysis is a method for evaluating the benefits and costs of alternatives and identifying the alternative that would generate the greatest net benefit to society. Cost-effectiveness analysis is a method for assessing whether an investment alternative has the lowest cost for a given amount of benefits.
Most communities in the nation experience some kind of flooding, which may occur after substantial spring rains, heavy thunderstorms, winter snow thaws, or heavy storms over a large body of water. Flood risk management includes the appropriate use of structures such as levees and floodwalls, as well as nonstructural measures such as land acquisition and structure relocation, to reduce the risk of loss of life, reduce long-term economic damage to the public and private sectors, and improve the natural environment. Flood risk management is one of the Corps’ three primary missions. For fiscal years 2015 through 2017, the Corps requested more than $3 billion for 71 construction projects that fell within its three missions, of which the largest amount—$1.33 billion—was for 33 construction projects in the flood risk management mission.

Located within the Department of Defense, the Corps has both military and civilian responsibilities. Through the Civil Works Program, the Corps plans, constructs, operates, and maintains a wide range of water resources development projects such as navigation and flood risk projects. The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, sets the strategic direction for the program and has principal responsibility for the overall supervision of functions relating to the Army’s Civil Works Program. The Chief of Engineers, a military officer, is responsible for execution of the civil works and military missions. The Civil Works Program is organized into three tiers: headquarters in Washington, D.C.; eight regional divisions; and 38 local district offices. (See fig. 2.)

The Corps’ other two missions are (1) restoration, protection, and management of aquatic ecosystems and (2) support of commercial navigation.

For fiscal years 2015 through 2017, the Corps requested $908 million for 20 Corps construction projects in the navigation business line and $618 million for 15 Corps construction projects in the aquatic ecosystem restoration business line.
Figure 2: Map of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Eight Divisions and 38 Districts

Sources: GAO analysis of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers data; Map Resources (map). | GAO-20-43
Corps Water Resources Development Projects and Nonfederal Sponsors

The Corps develops water resource projects, including flood risk management projects, in conjunction with nonfederal sponsors such as state and local governments. According to Corps guidance, the planning process for these projects begins with the nonfederal sponsor identifying a problem and approaching the Corps to help develop a solution. Upon congressional authorization for a study and appropriations to fund it, the Corps and the nonfederal sponsor establish an agreement to conduct a feasibility study for a potential project. The Corps initiates a feasibility study by forming a project team comprised of Corps engineers, economists, planners, and possibly other specialists such as nonfederal consultants to conduct the study. The planning process the Corps uses to carry out feasibility studies is described later in our report. Nonfederal sponsors are to participate in the planning process, as well as remain involved through project design, construction, and post-project operations and maintenance. For example, for projects in which the Corps constructs infrastructure such as a flood wall, the nonfederal sponsor is to assume responsibility for monitoring and maintenance costs associated with the flood wall after its construction.

Corps Water Resources Development Planning Guidance

The U.S. Water Resources Council’s Principles and Guidelines outlines the principles and procedures the Corps is to follow for planning water resources development projects, including those with flood risk management objectives. The Principles and Guidelines states that the federal objective of water resources development projects is to contribute to national economic development while protecting the nation’s environment. The Corps implements the planning process outlined in the

12 According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, the cost of the feasibility phase is to be shared equally during the study between the federal government and the nonfederal sponsors. At least 50 percent of a nonfederal sponsor’s share (25 percent of the total feasibility phase cost) is to be in cash. The remainder of the nonfederal sponsor share, up to 25 percent of the total feasibility phase cost, may be in-kind products and services.

13 At the time the Principles and Guidelines was developed, the planning approach applied to the Corps, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Soil Conservation Service. Section 2031 of the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 required the Secretary of the Army to issue revisions to the Principles and Guidelines consistent with certain considerations. In March 2013, the Council on Environmental Quality issued an update to the Principles and Guidelines, called the Principles and Requirements, and the council issued interagency guidelines in December 2014, which together replaced the 1983 Principles and Guidelines. However, the Corps has continued to use the original 1983 Principles and Guidelines because it was directed to do so by Congressional conference reports and explanatory statements accompanying the Corps’ annual appropriations acts for fiscal years 2014 through 2019.
Principles and Guidelines by conducting feasibility studies for proposed water resources development projects. The Corps’ Planning Guidance provides detailed guidance on how to implement the general process outlined in the Principles and Guidelines for planning water resource projects. The Corps’ National Economic Development manuals provide supplemental guidance for the economic analysis of different types of projects—including flood risk management—and how to evaluate the benefits and costs associated with each type of project.\textsuperscript{14}

To identify the beneficial and adverse effects of each alternative plan considered for a project, the Corps uses four categories of analysis established in the Principles and Guidelines: (1) National Economic Development, (2) Environmental Quality, (3) Regional Economic Development, and (4) Other Social Effects, as shown in table 1.\textsuperscript{15} The Corps’ Planning Guidance states that feasibility studies may evaluate the effects of alternative plans using the four categories of analysis, but the evaluations under two categories—National Economic Development and Environmental Quality—must be presented in each feasibility study. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, the National Economic Development category requires an economic analysis of each plan’s potential economic benefits and costs in monetary terms, while the Environmental Quality category evaluates each plan’s potential nonmonetary effects such as effects on habitat quality and quantity. The Planning Guidance states that using these categories of analysis provides a basis for determining which alternative plans should be eliminated from consideration, modified, or selected for further analysis.


\textsuperscript{15}In the Principles and Guidelines, the categories are referred to as “accounts.”
Table 1: Categories of Analysis the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Uses for Evaluating Potential Water Resource Project Plan Alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Economic Development</td>
<td>Identifies a project plan’s contributions to net national economic output of goods and services in monetary terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Quality</td>
<td>Identifies nonmonetary effects on significant natural and cultural resources expected as a result of a project plan, such as changes in habitat quality and quantity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(required)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Economic Development</td>
<td>Identifies changes in the distribution of regional economic activity, such as regional employment, that may result from each project plan alternative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Social Effects</td>
<td>Identifies potential effects of alternative project plans relevant to the planning process, but that are not reflected in the other three categories of analysis, such as community impacts, health and safety, energy conservation, and others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Water Resources Council’s 1983 Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies | GAO-20-43

Note: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Planning Guidance Notebook states that feasibility studies may evaluate the effects of alternative plans using four categories of analysis, but the evaluations under the National Economic Development and Environmental Quality categories must be presented in each feasibility study.

The Corps' Multi-step Planning Process
Identified and Evaluated Benefits, Costs, and Effects of Proposed Flood Risk Management Project Alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Corps Identified and Evaluated the Economic, Environmental, and Other Effects of Proposed Alternatives Using a Multi-step Feasibility Study Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Corps followed the six-step planning process for water resources development projects outlined in its Planning Guidance to identify and evaluate the beneficial and adverse effects of alternative plans for flood risk management projects and select a recommended plan for the eight feasibility studies we reviewed. In the initial three steps of the planning process, the Corps (1) identified the objectives and other parameters of the project; (2) inventoried and forecasted water and related land resources conditions within the planning area; and (3) formulated alternative plans for further consideration. In the final three steps of the planning process, the Corps (1) evaluated and analyzed each alternative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
plan for its economic, environmental, and other effects, (2) compared the alternative plans to each other, and (3) selected a recommended plan. Corps officials told us that this six-step process is the basic template for planning water resources development projects across all Corps mission areas. (See fig. 3.) For each of the eight studies we reviewed, the Corps followed this template and addressed each of the six steps in planning the proposed flood risk management project, as we describe below.

Figure 3: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Six-Step Planning Process for Water Resources Development Project Feasibility Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1 Identify</th>
<th>Step 2 Inventory</th>
<th>Step 3 Formulate</th>
<th>Step 4 Evaluate</th>
<th>Step 5 Compare</th>
<th>Step 6 Select</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify objectives, problems, opportunities, and constraints for the project.</td>
<td>Inventory historic and existing water and related land resource conditions and forecast future conditions within the project planning area.</td>
<td>Formulate alternative plans, including a range of structural and non-structural measures and strategies.</td>
<td>Evaluate the beneficial and adverse effects of the alternative plans through a comparison of the with-project and without-project conditions for each alternative.</td>
<td>Compare the alternative plans based on the analysis of benefits, costs, and other effects.</td>
<td>Select a plan for recommendation based on the comparison of the alternative plans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) documentation. | GAO-20-43

Step 1: Identify

Each study identified objectives, problems, opportunities, and constraints for the project. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, identification of problems and opportunities is the foundation for scoping the planning process and should begin as soon as practicable after the decision to initiate a feasibility study. Planning objectives describe the desired results of the process by solving the problems and taking advantage of the opportunities identified. Constraints are restrictions that limit the planning process and are unique to each study. Such constraints can be, for example, limitations imposed by policy or law. All of the studies we reviewed had the objective of reducing or managing flood risk and

16Water resource projects developed by the Corps are subject to the National Environmental Policy Act and its implementing regulations. The act requires federal agencies to evaluate the likely environmental effects of proposed actions. The implementing regulations require federal agencies to conduct a process termed “scoping,” which determines the scope of issues to be addressed and identifies the significant issues related to a proposed action. The scoping process is the first step of the planning process for the Corps’ feasibility studies; information on problems and opportunities gathered in this step will help to identify primary issues that need to be addressed in subsequent steps of the planning process.
damages in response to problems such as historic river or stream flooding in the planning area. The studies identified opportunities, such as improving the community’s understanding of flood risk and resiliency from flood events. The studies also identified constraints, such as the need for the plan to incorporate extensive transportation infrastructure within some of the planning areas.

Step 2: Inventory

The studies inventoried historic and existing water and related land resource conditions and forecasted future conditions within the planning area relevant to the identified problems and opportunities from step one. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, the Corps is to use quantitative and qualitative descriptions of critical resources in the planning area to define existing and future without-project conditions—that is, the conditions if no project is constructed. The defined without-project conditions provide the basis from which the Corps formulates alternative plans and assesses impacts. The studies we reviewed inventoried the existing conditions for the planning area. This inventory included geology, groundwater, surface water, hydrology, water quality, biological resources, cultural resources, land use, recreation, air quality, climate change, transportation, public health and safety, public services, utilities, socioeconomics, and environmental justice. The Corps used these existing conditions to forecast the future without-project conditions, such as increasing flood risk for residential and industrial development, culturally significant communities, or specific infrastructure such as a regional wastewater facility.

Step 3: Formulate

The studies formulated alternative plans for the project, including a range of structural and nonstructural measures and strategies. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, an alternative plan consists of a system of management measures, that is, structural and/or nonstructural measures, strategies, or programs formulated to meet the project objectives subject to the planning constraints. The Corps is to identify a range of alternative plans at the beginning of the planning process, screen the plans, and refine them in subsequent iterations throughout the planning process.

17The Corps’ Planning Guidance states that management measures are categorized as structural (e.g., dams, channelization measures, levees, walls, diversion channels, pumps, ice-control structures, and bridge modifications) and nonstructural (e.g., flood proofing, relocation of structures, flood warning and preparedness systems [including associated emergency measures], and regulation of floodplain uses).
process. The Planning Guidance also states that as the Corps develops the alternative plans, it must consider the criteria of completeness, efficiency, effectiveness, and acceptability. In the eight studies we reviewed, the Corps followed an iterative approach to identify measures and form alternative plans. For example, the studies generally identified an initial array of structural and nonstructural measures for conceptual screening, followed by the grouping of viable measures into alternative plans for screening under the criteria, resulting in an array of plan alternatives for more detailed analysis of the beneficial and adverse effects (monetary and nonmonetary) of each. According to Corps officials, flood risk management studies must consider a minimum of two plans—no action and an alternative—and one of the plans considered must be nonstructural. All eight studies we reviewed adhered to this requirement and considered a variety of alternative plans for each proposed flood risk management project.

Step 4: Evaluate

The studies evaluated each alternative plan—including its beneficial and adverse effects—through a comparison of the with-project and without-project conditions. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, evaluation

---

18 According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, as a general rule, projects must be formulated to reasonably maximize benefits to the national economy, to the environment, or to the sum of both. Section 904 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 as amended requires the Corps to address the following matters in the formulation and evaluation of water resource projects, enhancing: 1) national economic development (including benefits to particular regions that are not transfers of economic activity from other regions); 2) the quality of the total environment (including preservation and enhancement of the environment); 3) the well-being of the people of the United States; 4) the prevention of loss of life; and 5) the preservation of cultural and historical values. According to the 1983 Principles and Guidance, protection of the nation’s environment is to be provided by mitigation (as defined in 40 C.F.R. §1508.20) of the adverse effects of each alternative plan. Mitigation includes: (a) avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action; (b) minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its implementation; (c) rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment; (d) reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance operations during the life of the action; (e) compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments. 40 C.F.R. §1508.20.

19 According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, completeness is the extent to which the alternative plans provide and account for all necessary investments or other actions to ensure the realization of the planning objectives, including actions by other federal and nonfederal entities. Effectiveness is the extent to which the alternative plans contribute to achieving the planning objectives. Efficiency is the extent to which an alternative plan is the most cost-effective means of achieving the objectives. Acceptability is the extent to which the alternative plans comply with in terms of applicable laws, regulations, and public policies. Appropriate mitigation of adverse effects is to be an integral component of each alternative plan.
The studies we reviewed used the categories established in Corps guidance—the National Economic Development and Regional Economic Development categories for monetary benefits and costs and the Environmental Quality and Other Social Effects categories for nonmonetary (quantitative and qualitative) effects—to evaluate and display the beneficial and adverse effects of plan alternatives. The categories and specific types of monetary benefits and costs and nonmonetary effects that the Corps evaluated varied for each study depending on the planning area conditions and the measures and strategies included in the alternative plans. In the studies we reviewed, the economic analyses of monetary effects generally resulted in an estimated net dollar value of benefits (benefits minus costs) expected with each alternative in place, while the analysis of nonmonetary effects generally resulted in a Corps judgment about the net qualitative effect or net quantitative effect (e.g., net units of habitat created) for each alternative.

Step 5: Compare

The studies compared the alternative plans based on the economic analysis of benefits and costs and on the evaluations of environmental and other effects. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, the alternative plans (including the no-action plan) are to be compared with each other, with emphasis on the outputs and beneficial and adverse effects that will have the most influence in the decision-making process. Such a comparison is to include monetary and nonmonetary benefits and costs and identify and document trade-offs to support the final recommendation. In the studies we reviewed, the Corps compared project effects in a variety of ways, for example, in a series of narratives describing the beneficial and adverse effects of alternative plans, or a grid for side-by-side comparison of selected effects for plan alternatives. In some studies, this comparison included an incremental process in which

---

20The Corps’ Planning Guidance states that the use of alternative procedures can be pursued when it would provide a more accurate estimate of benefits. The use of alternative procedures and consideration of new benefit categories, including the procedures to be used to estimate them, require advance approval from Corps headquarters.
the Corps considered incorporating additional measures or approaches into an alternative to further optimize the trade-off between beneficial and adverse effects. The result of this step was a final group of plans that the Corps considered for recommendation.

**Step 6: Select**

The Corps recommended a plan based on the comparison of the alternative plans. According to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, the Corps should recommend a single alternative plan that must be shown to be preferable to taking no action (if no action is not recommended) or implementing any of the other alternatives considered during the planning process. In the studies we reviewed, the recommended plan and the rationale for its selection were identified in the analyses and underwent internal technical review at the district, division, and headquarters levels. The Chief of Engineers signed and submitted the proposed plan for the project—known as the Chief’s Report—to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for review, and the Secretary submitted the report to Congress for authorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Corps Used Economic Analyses in Its Feasibility Studies to Evaluate Project-Specific Benefits and Costs and Used Additional Analyses to Evaluate Other Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All eight of the studies we reviewed included step 4 of the Corps’ six-step planning process: an economic analysis of the benefits and costs of each proposed project as well as an Environmental Quality analysis, as called for in the Corps’ Planning Guidance. The inclusion of the other two types of analyses—Regional Economic Development and Other Social Effects—are not required, but six of the studies included them. The Principles and Guidelines provide the Corps with general flexibility to choose which benefit and cost categories to include in these analyses. The Corps’ Planning Guidance states the federal government’s and project’s objectives guide the planning process, which includes benefit and cost category selection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

21 The criteria for selecting the recommended plan differ depending on the purpose of the project. However, according to the Corps’ Planning Guidance, for all project purposes except ecosystem restoration, the alternative plan that reasonably maximizes net economic benefits consistent with protecting the nation’s environment, the National Economic Development plan, is to be selected. The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works may grant an exception when there are overriding reasons for selecting another plan based on other federal, state, local, or international concerns.

22 The Corps refers to the economic analysis as the National Economic Development analysis.
The monetary benefits most commonly included in the economic analyses of the Corps feasibility studies we reviewed were reduced damages and emergency costs avoided, as shown in table 2. The Corps included reduced damage benefits in each of the eight studies we reviewed. Reduced damages result from actions such as performing physical modifications to property designed to reduce the frequency of flood damage, relocating structures, or installing flood warning and preparedness systems. For example, a feasibility study for a proposed project in the New York District outlined a plan to modify channels that line the Mamaroneck and Sheldrake Rivers with the goal of reducing the risk of life and property damage within the Village of Mamaroneck. The Corps also included emergency costs avoided as benefits in four of the eight studies we reviewed. Emergency costs include expenses resulting from a flood that otherwise would not be incurred. For example, some of the emergency costs avoided for this proposed project in the New York District included the costs of evacuation, reoccupation, flood fighting, and increased operations, police, fire, and military patrol. Depending on the potential effects of the plan alternatives considered, some studies included monetary benefits from recreation, reduced maintenance costs, flood insurance administrative savings, or reduced transportation disruptions in their economic analyses, but these were not commonly considered in the studies we reviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Honolulu</th>
<th>Kansas City</th>
<th>Nashville</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Sacramento</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced damages</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency costs avoided</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced maintenance costs</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood insurance administrative cost savings</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced transportation disruptions</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: ● = yes ○ = no

Source: GAO analysis of selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood risk management feasibility studies. | GAO-20-43
The Corps considered a variety of monetized costs in its economic analyses for feasibility studies we reviewed, as shown in table 3. Among the most commonly included costs in each of the eight studies were for construction; operation, maintenance, repair, replacement, and rehabilitation (OMRR&R); and real estate. Specifically:

- **Construction costs.** These are the direct costs of installing project measures. For example, the Honolulu District study included the costs of constructing six in-stream debris and detention basins above a watershed, floodwalls along a canal, an earthen levee, and two pump stations.

- **OMRR&R costs.** These represent the current monetary value of materials, equipment, services, and facilities needed to operate the project and make repairs, rehabilitations, and replacements necessary to maintain project measures in sound operating condition during the period of analysis. For example, the Wilmington District study included OMRR&R costs for conducting visual inspections of the levee, mowing twice a year, and conducting video inspections of pipes and culverts every 5 years.

- **Real estate costs.** These include activities such as buying out residential structures and demolishing them. For example, the San Francisco District study included real estate costs to acquire approximately 900 acres of city-owned land for ecosystem restoration and levee, road, and temporary work easements.

Depending on the potential effects of the plan alternatives considered, some of the studies we reviewed included environmental costs; relocations; planning, engineering, and design; and the costs for cultural resource preservation, recreation, and flood warning systems.

---

23 The other two most commonly included costs were contingency and interest during construction costs. Contingencies are costs added for the effects of unforeseen conditions on cost estimates, and interest during construction costs includes the amount of interest the construction cost would earn if it had been invested from the beginning of construction until the accumulation of benefits begins.

24 OMRR&R costs include salaries of operating personnel; repairs, replacement, and additions; services for inspection, engineering, supervision, cleaning; and general overhead.
Table 3: Categories of Monetary Costs Included in Economic Analyses of Selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Flood Risk Management Feasibility Studies Completed in Calendar Years 2015 through 2017, by Corps District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Honolulu</th>
<th>Kansas City</th>
<th>Nashville</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Sacramento</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation, Maintenance, Repair,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement, and Rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingencies</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest During Construction</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocations</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning, Engineering, and Design</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural resource preservation</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood warning system</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: ● = yes ○ = no

Source: GAO analysis of selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood risk management feasibility studies. | GAO-20-43

Note: The 1983 Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies provides the Corps with general flexibility to choose which cost categories to include in feasibility studies.

*In this study, Corps officials compiled specific costs into the total project cost and did not break these costs out in the feasibility study. As a result, we were not able to determine the specific costs for this category, based on the information in the feasibility study.

In addition to the required economic analysis of benefits and costs, the Corps included other analyses to evaluate monetary and nonmonetary project effects in the flood risk management feasibility studies we reviewed. These included the Environmental Quality, Regional Economic Development, and Other Social Effects analyses. All the studies we reviewed included the Environmental Quality analysis; six studies...
included the Regional Economic Development or Other Social Effects analyses, as shown in table 4.\textsuperscript{25} Corps officials said the additional analyses were included in studies because the analyses were needed to determine the best project design, help make planning decisions, or respond to local sponsors’ preferences.

Table 4: Types of Analyses Other Than Economic Included in Selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Flood Risk Management Feasibility Studies Completed in Calendar Years 2015 through 2017, by Corps District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of analysis</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Honolulu</th>
<th>Kansas City</th>
<th>Nashville</th>
<th>New York</th>
<th>Sacramento</th>
<th>San Francisco</th>
<th>Wilmington</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Quality</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Economic</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Social Effects</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: ● = yes ○ = no

Source: GAO analysis of selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood risk management feasibility studies. | GAO-20-43

Notes: The Corps’ Planning Guidance Notebook requires inclusion of environmental quality in feasibility studies. Regional economic development and other social effects analyses can be included in feasibility studies if Corps district offices choose to do so.

Examples of some additional analyses conducted in different districts include the following:

- **Regional Economic Development effects.** In the Sacramento District study, the Corps considered ways reduced flooding could increase local business revenue and short-term construction employment but reduce employment because of loss of damage to businesses, among other effects. The Corps also considered how its expenditures for various services and products during the project were expected to generate additional economic activity, such as through additional jobs, income, and sales. In this case, the Corps estimated the project might add 18,930 jobs in the region. According to a 2011 Corps handbook, considering Regional Economic Development effects can provide a better understanding of the overall

\textsuperscript{25}Two reports published by the National Academy of Sciences between 2004 and 2011 stated that when assessing alternative plans, the Corps primarily uses qualitative measures that relegate noneconomic benefits and impacts to secondary status after the consideration of projects’ net economic costs and benefits. Moreover, a 2004 National Academy of Sciences report found that the Principles and Guidelines outlines a process that results in costs and benefits represented by what can be monetized, which does not allow for full consideration of a project’s non-monetized aspects.
impact to the region.\textsuperscript{26} Doing so also examines the potential impacts mainly to the localized or regional economic area, instead of the nation as a whole.

- **Other Social Effects.** In the Wilmington District study, the Corps considered security of life, health, and safety; preservation of historic significance; and the impacts to cultural resources. According to a 2009 Corps handbook, considering the Other Social Effects analysis has great potential value for better ensuring that water resources solutions address a broad array of issues and concerns that better meet stakeholder needs and expectations.\textsuperscript{27}

---

The Corps’ Evaluations Used Economic Analyses to Identify Project Alternatives with Greatest Net Benefits but Relied on Other Analyses for Some Recommendations

In most of the studies we reviewed, the Corps recommended the alternative plan with the greatest net economic benefits based on the results of its economic analyses. In some cases, however, the Corps relied on other analyses to address different project objectives or the preferences of the local nonfederal sponsors. The Corps’ Planning Guidance directs that the project alternative with the greatest net economic benefit, consistent with protecting the nation’s environment, be selected for recommendation unless an exception is granted. The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works has the authority to grant exceptions if federal, state, local, or international concerns exist. The Planning Guidance states that projects may deviate from the alternative plan with the maximum net benefits if requested by the nonfederal sponsor and approved by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works. Such plan alternatives are referred to by the Corps as the locally preferred plan, with the nonfederal sponsor responsible for any project costs in excess of the costs of the plan with the highest net benefits.

The Corps conducted economic analyses in each of the eight studies we reviewed, resulting in a wide range of monetary benefits and costs for the recommended project plan alternatives. Table 5 shows the monetized benefit and cost information that helped the Corps select recommended plans in the eight studies. The annualized project benefits ranged from approximately $500,000 to $210.6 million, and annualized project costs


ranged from about $1 million to $65 million, resulting in annual net benefit estimates ranging from approximately -$500,000 to $146 million.\textsuperscript{28}

Table 5: Total Monetized Benefits and Costs for the Recommended Alternative Plans in Selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Flood Risk Management Feasibility Studies Completed in Calendar Years 2015 through 2017, by Corps District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Total annual monetary benefits estimated</th>
<th>Total annual costs estimated</th>
<th>Total annual net benefits estimated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>10,379,000</td>
<td>5,738,000</td>
<td>4,641,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>48,331,000</td>
<td>13,117,000</td>
<td>35,214,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>3,476,000</td>
<td>1,658,000</td>
<td>1,818,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>2,390,000</td>
<td>1,197,000</td>
<td>1,193,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>3,820,500</td>
<td>3,646,500</td>
<td>174,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>210,570,000</td>
<td>64,795,000</td>
<td>145,775,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco\textsuperscript{a, c}</td>
<td>18,932,000</td>
<td>4,485,000</td>
<td>14,447,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>459,870</td>
<td>997,924</td>
<td>-538,054\textsuperscript{b}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of selected U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood risk management feasibility studies. | GAO-20-43

Note: The Corps used a range of price levels and discount rates.

\textsuperscript{a}The Corps selected the locally preferred plan instead of the plan with the greatest net benefits. The San Francisco District’s plan with the greatest net benefits had a total of $14,966,000 in annual net benefits, and the Wilmington District’s plan had a total of $306,000 in annual net benefits.

\textsuperscript{b}Corps officials recommended this project because, in addition to the required economic and environmental quality analyses, they considered potential other social effects, life and safety risk, and regional economic development. In doing so, the study indicated the Corps officials were responding to local priorities and recommendations provided by the President’s Council on the Future of Princeville, North Carolina.

\textsuperscript{c}These estimates are for the low sea level change scenario. The Corps also included estimates for intermediate and high sea level change scenarios in the study.

For five of the eight studies we reviewed, the Corps primarily used the results of the economic analysis of benefits and costs to recommend a plan with the greatest net benefits from among the alternatives, in accordance with the Planning Guidance. These five studies were with the New York, Honolulu, Sacramento, Nashville, and Kansas City Corps districts. Three of the eight studies we reviewed relied on other analyses as allowed under the Planning Guidance to address different project needs.

\textsuperscript{28}The Corps developed these estimates using different price levels and discount rates depending on the year the analysis was conducted.
objectives or the preferences of the local nonfederal sponsors. Corps officials said they relied on other analyses when needed to determine the best project design, help make decisions, or respond to local nonfederal sponsors’ preferences. Specifically:

- **Chicago District.** The Chicago District recommended a project based on two separate analyses. Specifically, the project team recommended an alternative plan based on an economic analysis for the flood risk management objective and separate analyses for an ecosystem restoration objective. A Corps document stated that by doing so, the proposed project would help both manage flood risks and restore ecosystems in the watershed. In addition, the study said the recommended plan attempts to maximize the net benefits and find balance between both objectives.

- **Wilmington District.** The Wilmington District study indicated that the Corps recommended the locally preferred alternative plan, after receiving approval to do so, instead of the alternative plan with the greatest net benefits at the request of the nonfederal sponsor. The locally preferred alternative plan was recommended so it could incorporate consideration of potential other social effects, such as life and safety risk, and regional economic development, such as employment created during and after construction. By doing so, the study indicated Corps officials responded to local priorities and the recommendations provided by the President’s Council on the Future of Princeville, North Carolina. According to the study, the Corps considered impacts to community cohesion, cultural and historical

---

29Two of these three projects involved the Corps considering local nonfederal sponsors’ preferences when selecting the recommended plan, which received approval to do so from the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works.

30According to a Corps official, the agency recommended two flood risk management project plans that were multipurpose out of 29 recommended water resources project plans discussed in feasibility studies completed from 2015 through 2017.

31The locally preferred plan had estimated annual net benefits of -$538,000, and the plan with the greatest net benefits had annual net benefits of $306,000.

32This President’s Council consisted of various federal government officials, such as officials from the Departments of Defense and Commerce, who were to develop recommendations taking into consideration, among other things, (1) the views and recommendations of the relevant state and local governments, the private sector, citizens, community groups, and nonprofit organizations on actions that they could take to enhance the future of Princeville and its citizens; and (2) agency assessments and recommendations to repair and rebuild Princeville and, to the extent practicable, protect Princeville from future floods.
values, local per capita and household incomes in comparison to national averages, and other factors not captured in an economic analysis.

- **San Francisco District.** The San Francisco District study indicated that the Corps based its alternative plan recommendation on a combination of multiple objectives and local preference. The recommended alternative plan's objectives included reducing the risk of tidal floods as well as restoring the ecosystem to tidal marsh habitat. The Corps selected the recommended alternative plan because the nonfederal sponsor wanted to provide additional transitional habitat and greater flood risk management for Federal Emergency Management Agency accreditation over the 50-year study period. Specifically, the local preference was to build the levee about 3 feet higher than the plan with the greatest net benefits—thereby potentially reducing public health and safety risks associated with flooding more than the alternative plan with the greatest net benefit.

**Selected Corps Economic Analyses Were Generally Consistent with Best Practices, Although Some Practices Were Not Fully Used**

The economic analyses for the eight studies we reviewed generally met three of the five key methodological elements and partly met two key elements—analysis of effects and transparency. Our Assessment Methodology for Economic Analysis (Assessment Methodology) identifies five key methodological elements to the baseline structure of an economic analysis. For the analysis of effects element, the Corps has either taken steps to address certain best practices or indicated the agency is limited in adopting other practices due to statutory requirements. For the transparency element, Corps officials acknowledged that transparency could be improved through its review process.

---

33 The locally preferred plan had estimated annual net benefits of $14,447,000, and the plan with the greatest net benefits had annual net benefits of $14,966,000.

34 The nonfederal sponsor agreed to pay all costs over the estimate for the National Economic Development plan.

35 We examined concepts within each key element and present illustrative examples for the purposes of this report. See GAO-18-151SP for a complete list of concepts that may be relevant for each key element in an economic analysis.

36 GAO-18-151SP. Key elements are categories of best practices identified in our Assessment Methodology. The methodology provides guidance for examining the extent to which an economic analysis properly addresses these elements, based on concepts identified in federal and international agency guidance.
The Economic Analyses in All Eight Studies Generally Met Three Key Methodological Elements

Objective and Scope

According to our Assessment Methodology, an economic analysis should state the action examined and the justification for the action. In addition, the objective of the analysis should be stated; the scope of the analysis should be designed to address the objective; and the analysis period should be long enough to encompass the important economic effects of the proposed action.

We found that all eight analyses generally met this key element. For example, all eight economic analyses indicated that the actions examined included the evaluation of flood risk management improvements for resolving flooding problems. In addition, the analyses provided specific planning objectives, such as to reduce flood risks in the relevant watershed over the 50-year analysis period and to improve the quality of life for local neighborhoods. Furthermore, all eight analyses used a 50-year analysis period to analyze benefits and costs—a period that should be long enough to encompass important economic effects, though several studies assumed that economic conditions would remain the same over that time period. For example, the analysis for the Honolulu District’s flood risk management study assumed that the inventory of homes and businesses in the flood plain would not change over the 50-year analysis period. According to the analysis, the project area includes sites that are underutilized or not fully developed, but uncertainty about how development might proceed made it difficult to project what changes might occur. The study acknowledged that changes in the business and residential makeup of the watershed over the 50-year period would occur but that the exact nature of these changes could not be projected with any degree of certainty.³⁷

In addition, two of the eight studies involved multipurpose projects and specified additional economic-related objectives for ecosystem

³⁷The Corps uses the Hydrologic Engineering Center-Flood Damage Analysis computer program to estimate damage-reduction benefits. The program uses two data points to establish the analysis period, representing a base year—the year the project is expected to open—and a future year. Estimated damages for years between the base and future years are interpolated, and values between the future year and the end of the analysis period are assumed to equal future-year levels.
restoration. For example, the analysis for the San Francisco District’s feasibility study indicated that it was designed to evaluate and compare the economic justification and cost effectiveness of various measures to reduce flood risk and provide ecosystem restoration in South San Francisco Bay. Similarly, the Chicago District’s study indicated that in developing an ecosystem restoration plan, undeveloped lands throughout the watershed were evaluated to determine whether cost-effective aquatic ecosystem restoration at that site was possible and what measures would provide the lowest incremental cost per unit of habitat output.

**Alternative Identification and Description**

Our Assessment Methodology recommends that an analysis used to examine economic effects should identify and compare alternatives. In addition, the analysis should consider a range of relevant alternatives and should justify that the economic conditions specified under each alternative considered represent the best assessment of conditions under that alternative.

We found that all eight economic analyses generally met this key element. For example, all eight economic analyses examined the economic effect of the proposed flood control actions by comparing a range of alternatives, including various structures such as levees or bridge modifications, as well as nonstructural measures such as floodplain management activities or acquisition of land and removal of people from the flood plain. Moreover, the economic analyses in the studies generally described and justified the economic conditions that would be expected under each alternative. For the two studies that also evaluated ecosystem restoration alternatives, the studies considered alternatives for restoring ecosystems.

**Documentation**

Our Assessment Methodology recommends that the economic analysis be clearly written, include a plain language summary, and provide clearly labeled tables that describe the data used and the results. Also, the analysis should document that it complies with a robust quality assurance process.

We found that all eight economic analyses generally met this key element. For example, all eight economic analyses were generally clearly written and included tables that generally described data and results. In addition, seven of the feasibility studies included a plain language summary. Six of the studies indicated that the analyses complied with a robust quality assurance process, in which the analyses were reviewed at the Corps district and by technical and policy experts in headquarters. Corps guidance indicates that the quality assurance process for feasibility
studies involves reviews for technical quality and policy compliance, among other considerations, at the Corps district and in headquarters. Further, three studies indicated that an independent external peer review had been conducted. While one study completed in the Nashville District did not indicate whether the study complied with a quality assurance process, district officials told us a thorough review was conducted that included multiple district quality control reviews, agency technical review and headquarters policy reviews, and an independent external peer review. In addition, a study completed in the Chicago District did not indicate that it had undergone an independent external peer review.

Our Assessment Methodology recommends that an economic analysis quantify the important costs and benefits and monetize these quantitative effects using the concept of opportunity cost—the maximum worth of a good or input among possible alternatives. The criterion of net present value, or related outcome measures, should be applied to compare these effects across alternatives. In addition, the analysis should control for inflation and use economically justified discount rates. Where important costs and benefits cannot be quantified, the analysis should show how they affect the comparison of alternatives.

We identified areas in which the studies did not fully align with certain best practices for various reasons, such as the Corps’ concerns about the reliability of available methods and statutory requirements regarding the use of discount rates. These best practices included:

---

38 Net present value, which represents the discounted monetized value of expected net benefits, is the standard criterion for deciding whether a federal investment can be justified on economic principles.

39 Generally, federal investments displace both private investment and consumption. For federal investments, Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94 recommends a rate that approximates the opportunity cost of capital as well as alternative rates to test the sensitivity of net present value and other outcomes to changes in the discount rate.
Quantifying and monetizing important benefits and costs. The economic analyses in all eight studies quantified and monetized important benefits and costs associated with each alternative, such as property damage reductions and construction costs. The Corps’ Planning Guidance indicates that studies should consider analyzing loss of life in the Other Social Effects category, in either monetary, quantitative, or qualitative terms. Project alternatives that reduce the risk of flooding or that relocate people from the flood plain may lower the risk that individuals living or working in a flood plain will drown or become injured during flood events. However, the analyses in the eight studies we reviewed generally did not quantify and monetize the effect of project alternatives on loss of life. One of the studies we reviewed quantified these effects, but only for the recommended plan. Specifically, the Sacramento District’s flood risk management study found that the recommended plan, which involved the improvement of an existing levee system, could reduce fatalities during flood events by about 67 percent. Of the other seven studies that we reviewed, six analyses included a qualitative discussion of the effects of alternatives on loss of life, and one analysis did not include an assessment of these effects. A recent National Academy of Sciences study on coastal storm flooding indicated that the practice of quantifying and valuing reductions in loss of life is widespread in the federal government, allowing these risk reductions to be included in the economic analysis. In July 2017, after the eight studies that GAO reviewed were completed, the Corps issued revised guidance requiring flood risk management studies to include a quantitative assessment of loss of life for each alternative when it is a significant factor. Corps officials said they had not attempted to monetize loss of life because of concerns about the reliability of available valuation.

40 National Research Council, Committee on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Water Resources Science, Engineering, and Planning, Reducing Coastal Risk on the East and Gulf Coasts (Washington, D.C.: The National Academy Press, 2014). According to the National Academy of Sciences study, estimates of the “value of a statistical life” are used to value reductions in the risk of fatalities; such estimates represent a typical person’s willingness to pay to reduce the risk of premature mortality.

methods but are monitoring other agencies’ efforts to value these effects and following economic research in the area.\textsuperscript{42}

- **Using net present value criterion.** Analyses for seven studies we reviewed compared the flood risk management alternatives and identified the alternative expected to maximize net benefits on a comparable, present-value basis (that is, on an “annualized” basis). However, one economic analysis did not clearly indicate whether the costs associated with the flood risk management alternatives were annualized and therefore comparable to the annualized benefits.\textsuperscript{43}

- **Controlling for inflation and use of economically justified discount rates.** Although all the economic analyses in all eight Corps studies we reviewed controlled for inflation by expressing benefits and costs in “real” terms, the discount rates that the studies used to convert future benefits and costs to present values were in nominal terms.\textsuperscript{44} In general, real and nominal values are not combined in the same analysis. Specifically, discounting real benefits and costs with a nominal discount rate understates present values when holding all else the same. Corps officials said that they are aware of this inconsistency, but they have no latitude to use a real discount rate because the Water Resources Development Act of 1974 requires the Corps to use nominal discount rates.\textsuperscript{45}

Corps officials acknowledged areas in which the eight Corps studies we reviewed partly met the Analysis of Effects key methodological element. However, as noted, the Corps has taken some steps to address one best

\textsuperscript{42}In addition, the Corps raised concerns about valuation methods relating to environmental effects. In two multipurpose studies we reviewed, the studies did not monetize the environmental output of the ecosystem restoration alternatives considered. In these instances, the Corps used cost effectiveness and related measures to identify least-cost ecosystem restoration plans for a given level of environmental output. Corps officials said that the agency does not attempt to value environmental output for ecosystem restoration alternatives because of concerns about the reliability of valuation methods.

\textsuperscript{43}Generally, the Corps compares benefits and costs of alternatives on an “annualized” basis, representing the amortized value over the analysis period of the present value amounts.

\textsuperscript{44}Benefits, costs, and discount rates expressed in real terms exclude the influence of inflation; those in nominal terms include the influence of inflation. Real benefits and costs are typically used to avoid the misleading effects of inflation.

practice. Specifically, the Corps’ recently revised guidance, which requires quantification of loss of life effects when significant, should allow the Corps to provide decision makers and stakeholders with more precise information about the relative magnitude of these effects in future economic analyses. In terms of the best practice regarding economically justified discount rates, the Corps has not taken steps because it is required to use the statutorily specified nominal discount rates.

Transparency

Our Assessment Methodology recommends that analyses be transparent with respect to their analytical choices, assumptions, and data used. The methodology further recommends (1) evaluating how plausible adjustments to each choice and assumption may impact the estimates of the cost-and-benefit effects and results of the comparison of alternatives and (2) clearly explaining the implications of the key limitations in the data and models used. Where feasible, to ensure transparency, the analysis is to adequately quantify how the statistical variability of the key data elements underlying the estimates of the economic analysis impacts these estimates and the results of the comparison of alternatives.

We found that the studies we reviewed did not fully use some best practices related to transparency. Specifically:

- **Being transparent with respect to analytical choices, assumptions, and data used.** The economic analyses in the eight studies described and justified several, but not all of the analytical choices, assumptions, and data. For example, to approximate the amount of damages to structures at different flood depths, the Wilmington District’s feasibility study relied on standardized “depth-damage curves” developed by the Corps’ New Orleans District. Corps guidance indicates that standardized curves can be used in the absence of regionally developed data. According to the study, data for structures in the study area were unavailable, and flooding characteristics were similar in the two areas, with both study areas covering urbanized and rural areas representing a mix of residential, commercial, and industrial development with similar types of construction. However, other data and assumptions used by the studies in our review were not fully described or justified. For

---

46Although Corps guidance now requires quantification of loss of life effects when significant, it does not require monetization of those effects. As a result, the quantified loss of life effects will not be fully comparable with the monetized benefit and cost effects used to evaluate alternatives in the National Economic Development category of analysis.
example, in presenting its results for an initial screening of several flood risk management alternatives, the Sacramento District’s economic analysis relied on cost estimates from several different sources, including prior studies and private consultants. The analysis, however, did not explain how the estimates were developed or justify why the estimates were sufficiently reliable for evaluating alternatives.47

- **Clearly explaining the implications of key limitations in the data and models used.** With one exception, the economic analyses we reviewed generally did not discuss the implications of key limitations in the models used in the studies. Specifically, the economic analysis for the Sacramento District’s study indicated that the Corps’ Hydrologic Engineering Center-Flood Damage Analysis computer program can overstate damage reduction benefits because of an inability to account for the reduced floodplain occupancy and reduced value of damageable property following a flood event.48 According to the analysis, by not taking into account the potential for reduced floodplain occupancy, the estimated damage reduction benefits may be overstated, particularly in areas that experience more frequent or severe flooding. To account for this limitation, the Sacramento District’s study reduced the overall value of properties in the floodplain, lowering the average annual benefits for the recommended alternative by about 29 percent. All the other studies used the same program to estimate damage reduction benefits but did not indicate whether this limitation would affect the estimated benefits of the alternatives evaluated in those studies. In accordance with best practices, the Corps’ Planning Guidance indicates that studies should provide adequate supporting documentation to allow reviewers to understand the models and assumptions used to estimate benefits and costs. Corps officials stated that a project team’s analysis may not document every step it took because these are understood among team members, although they may not be apparent to others.

- **Quantifying the statistical variability underlying the results of the comparison of alternatives.** Although the economic analyses for the eight studies analyzed the effects of uncertainty associated with several key inputs in the economic analysis, the studies generally did

---

47The study reported that the expected accuracy of these cost estimates would be approximately plus or minus 20 to 30 percent.

48According to the Corps’ analysis, when an area is flooded, the value of property in that area is likely to decrease as some residents decide not to rebuild after a flood event, or residents who stay may not be able to rebuild completely before the next flood occurs.
not report the key estimates (for example, benefits, costs, and net benefits) on a probabilistic basis. For example, the Chicago District’s flood risk management study presented damage reduction benefits for each alternative in terms of its expected values as well as the probability that the benefit estimate would exceed a particular value. However, estimates for costs and net benefits were presented as point estimates, which may imply a greater sense of precision than is warranted.\(^{49}\) In accordance with best practices, the Corps’ Planning Guidance requires economic analyses to report net benefits and benefit-to-cost ratios both as expected (mean) values and on a probabilistic basis for each alternative; also, for each alternative, the analyses are to present the probability that net benefits are positive and that the benefit-to-cost ratio is at or above one.\(^{50}\) Corps officials said the analyses generally did not follow this guidance because it may not have been useful in helping to select a project alternative. Nonetheless, Corps guidance states that information about the probability distributions can help decision making by local sponsors, stakeholders, and federal officials by helping to increase their understanding of the uncertainty inherent in each alternative.

In addition, for only one Corps study, the economic analyses included a sensitivity analysis on the discount rate, which is used to convert benefits and costs of the alternatives to present values.\(^{51}\) Generally, when benefits or costs are separated in time from each other, the difference in timing should be accounted for by discounting benefits and costs. In addition, the specific discount rate may affect the comparison of alternatives. Corps officials told us that they are required to use the statutorily designated discount rate, and their guidance does not require a sensitivity analysis using an alternative discount rate.\(^{52}\) The officials added that the Office of Management

---

49Typically, the Corps’ point estimates for benefits represent the mean or expected value, and the point estimates for costs represent a value above the mean. In developing its cost estimates, the Corps includes contingencies that represent allowances for uncertainty and other factors. The contingency is used to achieve a desired level of confidence, typically 80 percent, that there will be no cost overruns. For a discussion of the implications of this approach for benefit-cost analyses, see U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, *Flood Risk Management*, IWR Report 2013-R-05.

50ER 1105-2-101.

51A sensitivity analysis can be used to assess the effect of a change in a major assumption on net present values.

and Budget requires the Corps to compute the benefit-to-cost ratios for recommended plans using a 7 percent discount rate, for budgeting purposes. The results, though, are not reported in the studies, and the 7 percent rate is not applied in the assessment of the net benefits of the alternatives, according to these officials.\(^{53}\)

Corps officials stated that in general there is a high level of transparency within the project team and with the nonfederal sponsor, but they acknowledged that transparency may not always exist for those outside the team. For example, a project team’s analysis may not document every step it took or assumption it made because these are understood among team members, although they may not be apparent to others. As a result, Corps officials acknowledged that some inconsistency exists in the transparency of the analyses across feasibility studies. Corps officials told us that teams rely on the Corps’ internal process for reviewing all planning products to help ensure the quality of its feasibility studies and analyses.\(^{54}\) The officials stated that to improve transparency, the Corps could strengthen its internal review process, for example, by adding steps so that all of the important decisions and assumptions made in the analyses are consistently and clearly described. By conducting future economic analyses for potential flood risk management projects so they are more consistent with best practices for transparency, the Corps can better ensure that decision makers and stakeholders are clearly and fully informed about potential economic effects associated with such projects.

**Conclusions**

The economic analyses included in Corps feasibility studies provide important information about the potential economic effects of flood risk management projects. While the economic analyses the Corps conducted for the eight studies we reviewed were generally consistent with several

---

\(^{53}\)More generally, Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94 recommends the 7 percent discount rate for a base-case analysis involving public investments and regulations.

\(^{54}\)According to the Corps’ Review Policy for Civil Works (EC 11-65-2-217), all planning products, such as feasibility studies and their supporting analyses, must undergo District Quality Control/Quality Assurance. Quality Control is the Corps’ primary quality check process, including a detailed peer review of the planning documents, computations, and graphics, using checklists, templates, and other standardized tools. Quality Assurance verifies that effective quality control was performed. In addition to the quality review, feasibility studies must undergo Agency Technical Review to help ensure the results and decisions are clearly supported, and they may also undergo Independent External Peer Review, based on the risk and magnitude of the proposed project.
best practices, the Corps did not fully employ best practices pertaining to transparency. Because the information in the economic analyses can be complex and technical, following best practices for transparency helps ensure that the methods used to develop estimates and conclusions are clearly and fully presented. By conducting future economic analyses for potential flood risk management projects so they are more consistent with transparency best practices, the Corps can better ensure that decision makers and stakeholders are clearly and fully informed about the potential economic effects associated with flood risk management projects.

**Recommendation for Executive Action**

We are making the following recommendation to the Department of Defense:

The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works should direct the Chief of Engineers and the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to strengthen the Corps’ internal review process for feasibility studies by including steps to ensure consistency with best practices for transparency, such as verifying that all of the important assumptions and limitations in models and their implications for the economic analysis are consistently, clearly, and fully described. (Recommendation 1)

**Agency Comments**

We provided a draft of this report to the Department of Defense for its review and comment. In its written comments, reproduced in appendix I, the Department concurred with our recommendation. The Department further stated that guidance related to ensuring transparency in feasibility studies and reviews already exists, but acknowledged that it can be strengthened and enforced more consistently by specifically identifying transparency as a review criterion. For example, they stated that the Corps plans to establish systematic guidance for meeting the transparency objective in preparing reports, assure transparency through the agency’s quality assurance process, and assess the degree of transparency as part of agency technical review and quality control assessment.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of Defense, the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works, the Chief of Engineers and Commanding General of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other interested parties. In
addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-3841 or fennella@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and of Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix II.

Anne-Marie Fennell
Director, Natural Resources and Environment
Ms. Anne-Marie Fennell  
Director  
Natural Resources and Environment  
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
441 G Street, NW  
Washington DC 20548

Dear Ms. Fennell:


Thank you for the opportunity to review the subject draft report. My point of contact is Mr. Douglas Gorecki who can be reached at douglas.j.gorecki.civ@mail.mil, or (202) 761-0028.

Sincerely,

R.D. James  
Assistant Secretary of the Army  
(Civil Works)
Appendix I: Comments from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

GAO DRAFT REPORT DATED November 2019

GAO-20-43 (GAO CODE 102686)

"Water Resources Projects: Evaluations of Flood Risk Management Projects Could Benefit from Increased Transparency"

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS TO THE GAO RECOMMENDATION

Consolidated Review Comments by the US Army Corps of Engineers
22 October 2019

Recommendation for Executive Action

The Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works should direct the Chief of Engineers and the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to strengthen the Corps' internal review process for feasibility studies by including steps to ensure consistency with best practices for transparency, such as verifying all of the important assumptions and limitations in models, and their implications for the economic analysis are consistently, clearly, and fully described.

Army Response

Concur with Comment. The Department's position is that guidance related to ensuring transparency in feasibility studies and review exists, but can be strengthened and enforced more consistently. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Director of Civil Works will direct all offices responsible for preparing or reviewing reports for all feasibility studies to specifically identify transparency as a criteria in review. They will be directed to: establish systematic guidance for meeting the transparency objective in preparing their reports; assurance of transparency as part of their Quality Assurance (QA); and, assess the degree of transparency during Agency Technical Review (ATR) as part of the assessment of District Quality Control (DQC) and review and summary of significant findings.

Recommended Language:

To ensure the transparency of feasibility studies, we recommend that the Director of Civil Works of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers establish best practices for transparency. These practices will include verifying that all of the important assumptions and limitations in models and their implications for the economic analysis are consistently, clearly, and fully described. To do this, we recommend that the Director of Civil Works direct district offices specifically identify transparency in their District Quality Control (DQC) process and establish systematic guidance for meeting the transparency objective in their reports. Additionally, we recommend that the major subordinate commands (MSC) be directed to assure that the transparency DQC guidance is followed as part of their Quality Assurance (QA) function. Finally, we recommend that the Planning Centers of Expertise be directed to ensure the degree of transparency is assessed and commented on during Agency Technical Review (ATR) as part of the assessment of DQC and review and summary of significant findings.
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